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Information about the Royal train 

shed and Lantern Room
• The royal train shed was built in 1889 for the repair and lifting of 

railway carriages. It was also used to house the royal train, The 

Duchess of Hamilton for many years. 

• Inside this wonderful historic building, 31 terrace homes have been 

built, with access to the newly restored Wolverton Park.

• The Lantern room was built 1888 for the repair of the lanterns in the 

carriages, originally there were railway tracks for the trains to be 

driven into the building. It is now used for residential parking.

• In the following pictures you will see the Royal Train shed and the 

Lantern room being restored.



The Royal Train Shed 

and 

Lantern Room
For the restoration of the Royal Train Shed, we used various processes to 
restore both the exterior and the interior walls.

Externally, we removed the vegetation, applied a herbicide into the voids to 
reduce further generation of vegetation, rebuilt various sections of the 
elevations using a mixture of reclaimed, and new bricks which were made to 
match colour and specifications, stitched various movements within the 
structure and re-pointed the brick work. We also cleaned and treated the 
wooden vents at the front and rear of these buildings.

Internally, we removed the paint and rust from the steels prior to being 
coated with a zinc coating supplied by Zinga UK. Areas of brick work had 
many layers of paint as well as graffiti removed using the Jos/Torc system, 
the bricks were then cleaned and restored to give the original appearance.

In the following slides you will see how ‘The Royal Train Shed’ looked both 

externally and internally prior to work commencing and after the restoration.



The external walls of the Lantern Room



Lantern room entrance



Internally in the Lantern Room



The Royal Train Shed



The Royal Train Shed before and after abrasive 

cleaning



A photo of the crane that used to run the length of the 

Royal Train shed.

The only work that has been carried out is partial 

cleaning of the wall behind the crane.



This shows the crane’s original components restored to their 

original appearance. One can also see the rails either side where 

the crane used to run along to access the railway carriages. 



Crane after restoration



Pictures of the completed Royal Train Shed

The exterior of the completed Royal 

Train shed. New metal rails have been 

positioned on the site of the original 

train tracks.

On the wall below the newly 

restored crane pictures have been 

enlarged to show how the Royal 

Train shed used to look when it was 

in use in the late 1800s.

Picture of the replica 

railway lines



Views show the completed houses inside the Royal Train Shed from both 

ends


